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A Word to the Tenters at the 

Grange Encampment & Fait: 
You will find us stocked to the roof with various lines of 

Dependable Merchandise such as you will need for making the 

week in your home on the Park one of real pleasure. 
Don’t worry yourself with the problems of cooking while your {i 

enjoying every moment of the day, We have anticipated your every nec 

occasion and we invite you to come in and see what we have for you ve ior J Is 

No need to enumerate the long list of things you will 

we have ready for you, Simply come in ; we have it, 

School Days Are Here 
That vigorous boy and girl will need the right outfit to 

insure health during the coming cold weather. 

Stout Shoes that will give Lots of Wear 

SWEATERS-- 
for the Large Ones and the Smaller Ones. Bw 

f 
reert 
Pie for picnic, nor what 

  

  
autiful Styles and Fine Material,   Hats and Caps for the Boys 

N ALL-WOOL LINE OF SERGE: 
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Something that wil appeal to the 

  

woman of exacting 

WE CONSIVER IT A GREAT BARGAIN 

  

C. M. SMITH 
The Big Quality Store of Penns Valley 
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Nieman'’s 
Fall Openin 

We are ready for the scason with the greatest line 
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hown in th 
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of merchandise that has ever been = 
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of the country, in the way of NEW 

ING AND SHOES, 
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We reccommend an immediate inspection of the 

handsomely fashioned 
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COATS & SUITS 
which have just arrived from New York, We are in 

palriolic pa e and 

18 during the winter | 

ith the changing conditions that (wars 
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Ive Hegre 

8 brought u 
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————— : position to give you any style you want, made exactly 

as you want it, and honestly talored to fit you and 

Lope | give unqualified satisfrction at a price easily within 

your reach. of the sum of the indi 
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The Gov't and the Newspapers. 
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least 75 per cent 

vidual prices. 

11. No publishét shall conduct vot- 

ing or othe r contests for the purpose of 

obtaining subscriptions ; subscriptions | 

obtained in this way will not be consid     ered bona fide subscriptions 
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No publisher may issue holiday, i y 
industrial, or other special editions,   

13. Publishers shall, so far as possi- | 

nater- |   ble procure papers and all other 

jals from the nearest available source of | 

supply, provided it is consistent with | 

price, quality and service, 
Publishers of papers of more than 

gight pages in size will reduce the pages 

in excess of eight pages 25 per cent 

This reduction shall be an average Te- 

duction over one month's period, 
15. - Any publisher of a four or eight 

page paper will be considered to have 

fulfilled the requirements or this order 

if he immediately puts into effect para- 
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| graphs numbered 1 to 13, inclusive, and | necessity. 

| in addition thereto reduces to the lowest | A sworn 

possible point any pressroom waste. {froin each publisher on November 1 as 

No newspaper may be established | 10 how many of these rules have been 

| during the period of the war, except | put into effect by him, and what results 

| those for which arrangements had been lin the mattersol reducing paper con- 

| made and plants purchased previous to [sumption have been obtained, 

| the issuing of this order, or unless it | 

{ can be shown that & new newspaper is a | 

statement will be required 
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A Reporter ad, brings results,  


